
Mohit Kumar 
Software Developer 

Motivated software engineer with 2 years of
experience looking to pursue a successful
career in software development, where I can
help in the delivery of state-of-the-art software
solutions 

software.developer.mohit@gmail.com 

+917895702386 

noida , Uttar Pradesh, India 

linkedin.com/in/mern-developer-mohit-
kumar 

github.com/Mohitb1426 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 
Binmile Technologies 
03/2022 - Present,  

Design, develop and implement unit and scenario testing for
existing code base and for new functionality under
development. 

Efficiently deployed and integrated software engineered by
team and updated integration/deployment scripts to improve
continuous integration practices. 

*Work with experienced team members to conduct root
cause analysis of issues, review new and existing code and/or
perform unit testing. 

*Multi-task and change from one task to another without loss
of efficiency or composure. 

Successful track record of developing quality software
products and shipping production ready software. 

MERN STACK DEVELOPER 
GlobalSoftLabs Pvt. Ltd 
02/2021 - 02/2022,  

High scalability projects involving cloud-based infrastructure
design and implementation 

Test, maintain and recommend software improvements to
ensure strong functionality and optimization. 

Work with developers to design algorithms and flowcharts. 

Has mentored junior software developers on design patterns,
development best practices. 

Identify ideas to improve system performance and impact
availability. 

*Resolve complex technical design issues. 

CERTIFICATES 
CSS Bootcamp -(CSS Grid / CSS Flexbox) 
Udemy 

Data Structures + Algorithms 
Udemy 

TypeScript - 2023 Edition 
Udemy 

EDUCATION 
B.Tech 
Institute of Technology, Gopeshwar (is one of
the Four constituent colleges of Uttarakhand
Technical University) 

SKILLS 
React React Native Javascript 

Typescript Node DSA Redux RXjs 

CSS3 HTML5 Bootstrap Material UI 

Error Boundaries ESLint context API 

Redux Toolkit zustand SASS MongoDB 

Redux-Observable Responsive web design 

Express 

PROJECTS 
Nanovest-Portal 
Next.js | Typescript | Zustand | Material Ui 

A responsive web Application made using Next.Js ,
Typescript and authentication services are handled
using auth0-react. 

Zustand / ContextAPI is used for exchanging the
state/data of web Application.Material UI used for
maintaining the UI. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.nanovest.prod&shortlink=269d8eb3&is_reta
rgeting=true&c=Website%20Button&pid=Website%
20Button&source_caller=ui 

Veranda Race 
React Native | Rx.js | Redux | Axios 

This APP enables you to get unlimited access to
Courses, Classes, Quizzes and More. 

Mobile Application made using React Native ,
JavaScript , RX js.Redux is used for exchanging the
state/data of web Application 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.verandalearning&hl=en&gl=US 

Simas-invest-App 
React | React Native | Redux | Epic 

A responsive Application made using React Native
/React, Typescript. 

Redux observable is used for exchanging the
state/data of Application and Axios for API
Fetching.Material UI , bootstrap and react-bootstrap
used for maintaining the UI. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.simas.siminvest&hl=en_IN&gl=US 
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